
1K A Day Fast Track 
Webinar Promotion Swipes 

 
NOTE: We’ve found that NOT mentioning Merlin’s name in your reg page 
promotion is a benefit, having a “mystery expert” drives more curiosity and 
engagement. Feel free to adjust these swipes to your own voice and to fit what 
your audience is accustomed to. 
 
Link all text underlined and in {brackets} 
 
Once you refer a person to register for the webinar they will automatically be sent 
our follow-up series designed to improve conversion for you. Your referrals who 
don’t buy initially will be sent access to the webinar replay which will improve 
conversions even more. 
 
 
 

SWIPE EMAILS 
 
Swipe #1: 
 
Subj Line: The fastest way for beginners to build a 10,000+ email list and Get Paid 
($1,000 per day) to do it… 
 
{FNAME}, 3 days ago I was introduced to the most ingenious method to build an 
email list of 10,000 or more full of rabid subscribers ready to buy just about 
anything you recommend.  
 
{I’ve never seen anything work as quickly and profitably as this} 
 
I know that may seem like a bold promise, maybe even too bold… 
 
But the simple truth is that in all my years I’ve never seen a business model as 
simple as this with the potential to bring you profits so easily. 
 



It’s not just simple, it’s also pure genius and will easily be the most profitable 
thing I do in the next 12 months. 
 
{Yes, I’m doing this myself already and the results so far are astounding!} 
 
The absolute best part about what you’re about to discover is that you can make 
money 
 
Without building a website 
Without creating any content 
Without building a product 
Without ANY tech skills 
Without any staff or office 
Without having to build ANYTHING on your own 
Without having to work 4-8 hours per days to make it work 
 
The inventor of this ridiculously profitable and incredibly simple business model is 
earning over $14,000 PER DAY right now as I type this using {exactly what you’ll 
see here…} 
 
It works so extraordinarily well that his current students are bringing in $500 or 
more PER DAY in the first 48 hours once they start using it! 
 
I’d like to invite you to a 100% FREE training event where I’ve invited this 
$150,000,000 Internet genius to reveal every single aspect of how this shocking 
business works. 
 
The free live event takes place TODAY! 
 
I invite you to join us by {clicking here and registering right away} 
 
But, I must warn you, there are only 500 seat available for the live online training 
and as you can imagine, the spots are going to fill up rapidly. 
 
This is the most effective method I’ve seen to bring in $1,000 or ore per day using 
nothing but incredibly simple emails… 
 



SIGN OFF 
 
P.S. If you’ve been looking for a way to GET PAID to build your own business (yes, 
you’ll actually get paid to do everything) and avoid all the stresses and hassles an 
average Internet business brings, plus be able to bring in $1,000 PER DAY or more 
then you simply MUST join me! 
 
{Sign up for the free training event immediately while there are still spots 
available and open your eyes to the simplest and most profitable business I’ve 
ever seen…} 
 
=================================== 
 
 
 
SWIPE #2: 
 
Subj Line: This brings in over $14,000 PER DAY… 
 
{FNAME}, I was talking to my friend Adam the other day and discovered that he’s 
making up to $125,000 PER MONTH in his pocket using nothing but stupid simple 
2-page websites and basic email! 
 
And the best part is… He didn’t even build the simple 2-page website himself! 
 
No, he got the whole thing completely free from one of the most successful 
Internet marketers I’ve ever come across.  
 
The guy has sold more than $150 MILLION online in dozens of different markets 
and trained hundreds of students to do the same. 
 
His own sister is even making upwards of $15,000 per month! 
 
When Adam told me how successful he’s been with this ridiculously simple 
business I knew I had to find out what he was doing.  



After a few days of research I was able to find this $150 Million man and 
convinced him that my audience (that’s you) absolutely MUST learn what he’s 
doing. 
 
And I decided to host a free training for you called: {“The Fastest Way For 
Beginners To Get Paid To Build A Massive Email List That Pays You Every Single 
Day”} 
 
My mystery guest is going to reveal his entire business model, everything for you 
on this free workshop that’s happening TODAY. 
 
This training workshop is free, I don’t know if he’ll allow me to record the session 
so if you miss the live event you may miss out on the best way for you to make 
2020 your most profitable year EVER… 
 
{Go Here Right Now TO Register For The Free Live Training} 
 
SIGN OFF 
 
P.S. This business is the easiest thing I’ve ever seen, but it’s simplicity is truly the 
key to the massive profits it will create for you. 
 
And the best part is you can start bringing in $500 or more per day within 24 
hours of going through the free training.  
 
{Grab your seat for the live workshop right here, right now…} 
 
=================================== 
 
 
 
 
 
SWIPE #3: 
 
Subj Line: This brings in $1,000 or more per day without a product or website… 
 



{FNAME}, the most reliable way to make cashola online is with an email list, it’s a 
simple fact. 
 
But, not just any email list, no I’m talking about a massive, enormous, monstrous 
email list that spits out hundred dollar bills every time you simply click SEND! 
 
And I just discovered an unknown, underground Internet millionaire who 
developed the easiest way to build gargantuan email lists with… 
 
No product 
No complex websites 
No confusing marketing plan 
No prior experience 
No big advertising budget 
No tech skills 
 
A trained monkey could earn $5k – 10k per month doing this, but since you’re not 
a monkey you should be able to earn FAR MORE ;-) 
 
If making more money in a day than you do in 3 months right now sounds 
interesting to you then I highly recommend you {discover what I have waiting for 
you right here…} 
 
This is a completely free workshop for you where I’m going to be interviewing this 
Internet genius and pulling out ever single step he uses to create massive profit 
producing email lists in mere weeks and how he Gets Paid to do it! 
 
{You can register for the free workshop here} 
 
I spent weeks convincing him to let me interview him and he finally agreed to 
share his entire business model TODAY! 
 
But you absolutely MUST claim your seat right now, there are less than 50 . 
 
{Register FREE Immediately} 
 
I’ll see you there, 



 
SIGN OFF 
 
P.S. Not only will you discover how to build monstrous email lists, but he’s also 
going to reveal a secret traffic source that I’ve never even heard of. This traffic 
source is 10 times CHEAPER than anything I’ve ever used in my entire career and 
makes the whole system work without you having to risk a single penny on 
advertising. I’ll be taking copious notes and I hope you will too! 
 
{Join me for the free training workshop here, now…} 
 
 


